Hotspots for
Bus & Coach
Operators
Simply secure, fair, flexible

Mobile internet and thrilling entertainment with HOTSPLOTS
Want to provide your passengers with an additional service that makes your operation even more appealing? Are you looking to equip your
fleet with uptodate technology enabling easy and secure wireless access to the internet? Would you like to stand out from you compet
itors by offering your guests a diverse range of media options that will also help enhance your bottom line? Then make the choice for the
HOTSPLOTS mobile WiFi solutions: HOTSPLOTS Internet and HOTSPLOTS Entertainment. You also benefit from more than ten years of
experience and innovation, which have made our company one of Europe’s leading mobile communications providers.
Our powerful systems prove their value each day in many fields, such as restaurants and hotels, tourism and events, bus and rail trans
portation as well as libraries and shopping centres, to name just a few. HOTSPLOTS sets standards for operability, reliability and security –
making it the perfect partner for your needs.

HOTSPLOTS lets you provide passengers with the latest ﬂexible internet and entertainment services – while on the move at top
speed, almost everywhere. The benefits for you and your customers include:
Wireless internet access during journeys
Full legal protection against abuse of the hotspot thanks to HOTSPLOTS VPN routing
A comprehensive media library featuring the latest movies and series (also available offline)
A customisable login page that may incorporate your individual corporate design
Flexible control and evaluation of internet usage metrics
HOTSPLOTS allows you to enhance the level of comfort for anyone travelling in your vehicles, provides your
passengers with significant added valued and also makes you stand out from your competitors.
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Simply secure – VPN routing
HOTSPLOTS ensures that you are fully protected against any potential legal infringements that users of your WiFi hotspot may commit.
With VPN routing we have specifically developed protection to enable the worryfree operation of hotspots by our clients.
All data traffic is directed via the VPN server and the operator’s identity is substituted with the IP address of hotsplots GmbH. This innovative
technology means that you are effectively protected against legal proceedings and other consequences due to user abuse of your hotspot.
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Security for you
The statutory regulations concerning the operation of a hotspot, such as, e.g., data privacy, data retention or interfaces for telecommuni
cations surveillance, vary from country to country and are subject to constant changes. HOTSPLOTS takes care of all necessary adjust
ments on your behalf, in the background. This means that you will be operating a WiFi hotspot in full compliance with the prevailing legal
requirements at all times.

A hotspot with potential
Depending on the package you choose, your passengers will initially be forwarded to either a customisable login page or media portal. The
login page lets your passengers access the internet swiftly and easily. It also opens up diverse marketing opportunities for you, such as
the incorporation of your logos or slogans, product information or company promotions. Should you have also decided on HOTSPLOTS
Entertainment, passengers will first be directed to the media portal from where the media content can be used – even in situations when
the internet connection happens to be offline. From here your guests will reach the login page for direct internet access via a link.
Naturally, the media portal can also be customised in accordance with your corporate design or include special information such as time
tables. Your passengers will therefore experience a diverse range of services within a clearcut, uniform complete package.

The HOTSPLOTS Entertainment package
Information and entertainment is provided throughout the journey with the HOTSPLOTS Entertainment package allowing your passangers
to enjoy a wide choise of film – on any standard smartphone, tablet or laptop. Use of the entertainment facilities is independent of having
an actual internet connection. This ensures it remains available to passengers even in instances where no internet connection happens to
be available. With this premium added value service for your passengers, you help turn every journey into a real experience.

Everything under control
With HOTSPLOTS, you’ll always have a clear overview of costs. Hotspot usage data can be evaluated to allow you, for example, to anticipate
future demands of surfing volume more precisely. Should you wish even more control, you may also limit the duration users can be online
or the permissible volume of data. You therefore retain an overview of the acceptance and effectiveness of your hotspot at all times.

Powerful hardware
To integrate all the outlined services into your fleet, we exclusively use hardware that has been specifically developed and is certified for
the particular demands and deployment in vehicles such as buses and trains. Fitting your vehicles with internet from HOTSPLOTS is
inexpensive, simple and provides modern wireless entertainment for your passengers. We would be delighted to discuss additional
information regarding our hardware personally.
Your benefits:
	
An additional premium service for your passengers.
	
A clear differentiation to the services provided by your
competition and a powerful USP for your company.
	
Fulfilment of all legal requirements concerning tele
communications and data protection legislation, thereby
providing comprehensive protection against any
legal action in the case of abuse by users.
	
Inexpensive and easy installation.
	
HOTSPLOTS can provide mobile data rates on your
behalf, if desired.
	
Trouble-free, convenient management of your hotspot
and fully automated invoicing.
	
Automatic monitoring of your hotspot functionality.

Passenger benefits:
	
Easy and convenient surfing on the personal smartphone,
tablet or laptop - contract free.
	
Direct access to information and offers from your company.
(timetables, promotions, etc.)
	
(Optional) access to a comprehensive media library with a
full range of current movies, series and music.
(Also available offline.)

Take the step to the future now
It would be our pleasure to provide you with an individual proposal. Thanks to our powerful hardware and diverse charging structure,
we can offer maximum flexibility at very inexpensive rates.
Find out more by giving us a call or sending us an email so that we can advise you individually.

hotsplots GmbH
Rotherstr. 22
10245 Berlin – Germany
www.hotsplots.de

Support and Sales:
Tel.: +49 (0) 30 29 77 348-84
Fax: +49 (0) 30 29 77 348-99
E-Mail: Sales@hotsplots.de

